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Guidelines for faculty using edTPA Practice pieces formatively in coursework 

At UNC Charlotte, the faculty has opted to embed edTPA “practice pieces” throughout the curriculum. 

These practice pieces serve the following purposes: 

1. To acclimate candidates on edTPA requirements; 

2. To provide candidates opportunities to submit practice edTPA assignments and receive feedback in 

a “low-stakes” environment; 

3. To acquaint candidates on rubric language and expectations; 

4. To provide faculty with formative data to guide program improvement at the practice level. 

During early stages of edTPA implementation, the primary focus was on implementation in student 

teaching. Now at the beginning of Year 3, we need to shift our focus to using formative pieces 

effectively.  

The following recommendations are made based on feedback from TPALs meetings and edTPA Core 

Team meetings: 

Faculty training 

 All faculty (including adjuncts) who teach in the initial licensure program should have some 

edTPA training. This is especially true of courses where edTPA Practice pieces are officially 

assessed. In addition, it is highly recommended that faculty teaching edTPA Practice pieces 

should have relevant P12 classroom experience.  

 How we (faculty) talk about edTPA with our students is critical. We need a purposeful message 

about the connections of edTPA and effective teaching, i.e., “Effective Teaching” vs. “just doing 

edTPA”. Candidates need to hear a positive, cohesive message from the faculty (including 

adjuncts).   

Using the rubrics formatively 

 The edTPA rubrics were not designed to be used formatively; it is expected that students in the 

pipeline would get lower scores on formative pieces. Completing the work does not have be 

reflected in an edTPA formative assessment score. Faculty should separate rubric feedback on 

edTPA from the “grade” for the assignment – students should be allowed to get credit for the 

assignment with lower rubric results.  

 Department chairs and the edTPA Coordinator are asked to confer with the Dean on possible 

resources that could be allocated to assist with heavy grading responsibilities associated with 

edTPA.  

 Consistency among the faculty should be established on what is evaluated (which pieces get the 

most emphasis?). Consistency and inter-rater reliability of faculty who score common practice 
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pieces should be established; at the very least, discussions among these faculty on how they are 

scoring practice pieces should occur. Collaboratively scoring 1-2 work samples across 

courses/sections with common practice pieces to establish a shared understanding of 

formative scoring is recommended.  

 Any work related to edTPA courses should also fully engage adjunct faculty who teach these 

courses.  

For the program faculty at-large: 

 Collectively, it is suggested that faculty work on developing a “progression” of edTPA: what do 

we expect from juniors, seniors, student teachers?  

 As a faculty, we need to make deliberate connections between and across courses & actual 

edTPA pieces – T1, T2, T3, and T4 [elementary only]. The edTPA portfolio represents a complex 

set of skills and knowledge, learned throughout the program. All faculty teaching in the initial 

program must be engaged in this work. Embedding even minor elements of edTPA into course 

assignments can be helpful.  

o Examples: weekly journal prompts align with edTPA prompts; faculty teaching “lesson 

objectives” incorporate Academic Language Demands into this process; “exit tickets” 

incorporate edTPA prompts or encourage connections to research and practice found in 

edTPA 

 Faculty need regular program-level Professional Development – deliberate edTPA conversations 

should be incorporated into programmatic meetings. 

 COED Leadership is dedicated to using edTPA as a key assessment for initial licensure programs. 

It is a research-based portfolio mirroring the National Boards process. It reflects skills and 

knowledge we wish to develop in our candidates. The COED Leadership will support faculty in 

this work.  
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